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The goal of the study group is eventually to discuss some recent work of Diamond,
Kassaei and Sasaki on a geometric version (including irregular weights) of the weight
part of Serre’s conjecture for Hilbert modular forms [DK16, DS17, DKS20].

Along the way, we will have some introductory talks on mod p modular forms
(elliptic and Hilbert) and other aspects of Serre’s conjectures on the modularity of
mod p Galois representations.

Preliminary schedule:

April 22 Introduction (James Newton)
April 29 An overview of Serre’s conjectures for modular forms, particularly the weight

aspect. [Ser87] (Miriam Norris)
May 6 Preliminaries on modular curves and mod p modular forms. The Hasse

invariant and theta operators.
May 13 The weight part of Serre’s conjecture for modular forms: theta cycles,

companion forms ([Edi92]). Interpretation in terms of crystalline lifts.
May 20 Hilbert modular forms and Hilbert modular varieties. Partial Hasse invari-

ants, partial theta operators. [AG05]
May 27 Minimal weights [DK16]
June 3 Cohomological interlude: the BDJ conjectures [BDJ10] and more on crys-

talline lifts.
June 10 The Diamond–Sasaki conjectures on geometric weights [DS17] and the

relationship to BDJ.
June 17 First talk on [DKS20]: geometric Jacquet–Langlands.
June 24 Second talk on [DKS20]: applications to mod p Hilbert modular forms.
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